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Follow the Dogwood Blossom Trail

Walltina Tour
District Historic Tallapoosa

Operation Round Up and Carroll EMC Foundation
Floyd County Board of Health

Grants for this project received from:

Peacock Perch, Head Ave.
Allen's Florist, Head Ave.
West Georgia Museum

be purchased at:

A book with the complete list of the historic homes can

ographs.
Logoposa

Logoposa, as a capita of the West Georgia Museum of Tallapoosa, you will find a large replica of the tower as well.

Residential: The furniture was also distributed among local residents.

The L.E. Ford Hotel and many homes in Tallapoosa were constructed of the heart pine lumber.

The L.E. Ford Hotel was completed in 1922 and was disassembled in 1947 because of the rise in the L.E. Ford Hotel. It was completed in 1972, as it was completed in 1972, as it was completed in 1972, as it was completed in 1972, as it was completed in 1972.

The Lithia Springs Hotel was located on Bottle-

Mississippi River.

Tallapoosa History.

Tallapoosa, the largest wooden hotel east of Georgia and the first free public school in the state, was also a popular tourist attraction. The hotel was opened in 1850 and closed in 1865. Since then, Tallapoosa has been a popular destination for tourists.